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Karelian landscapes, the evolu on of Karelia

Management and Conserva on of Cultural Landscape

Aalto University

Department of Landscape Architecture

2016
Juanjo Galan

 The first  objec ve was to  understand  the  evolu on  of  the  cultural  dimension  of  the  Karelian-

dimensions, e.g. the physicality of the landscape, its cultural iden ty and its evolu on.
and/or protec on of cultural values in the landscape. This part took into considera on of several landscape
 The second part involve the development of guidelines  and  recommenda ons  for  the  protec on
divided landscape diverged by dras c transforma on of human ac ons with contras ng regimes. 
many regimes, but most significantly, when it was divided and ceded to Soviet  Union.  From  then  on,  the
 Karelia is a region in Finland with long history and its own cultural iden ty. Karelia has been through
contras ng planning systems.
same me, with different recent  stories,  with dis nct socio-demographic and economic trajectories, with
paths. Therefore theproject was located in two places with similar natural and cultural substrata but at the
and regions that shared the same nature and cultural background but that  took  at  some  point  diverging
landscape. The methodology of the project was based on studying the differences and similari es of places

Bergpob Viriyaroj, (Alina Boris, Elina Haapaluoma, Johanna Himberg, Lo a Nylund)



42 311,0 $ 9 092,6 $

Finland Russia

Road
Major

Road
Minor StreetsSe lements

Forests
Grown

Forests
Growings

Forests
Fellings Agriculture

GDP 4.6 more >

3 384 €/month 577 €/monthAverage monthly earnings 5.8 more >

81 years 70 yearsLife expectancy 11 years more

1 699 €/month 226 €/monthAn average old-age pension 7.5 more > 

Economy
- Have strong economy
- Collabora ons of companies and locals
- Tight connec on among entrepreneur
- Agricultural and Forestry goods are for
  export and regional uses
Culture
- Nature are perceived as culture
- Agriculture and forest are part of culture
- Preserva on of heritages are deliberate
- Tourism integrated to lifestyles
Nature
- Less biodiverse
- The usage pa ern is homogenous
- Nature are mostly touched by human
- Natural legisla on have a preserva on
  direc on
Conclusion - Locality, Authen city
                       and Preserva on

Economy
- Investor based economy
- Companies employ locals
- Agricultural and forestry goods are for
  household or regional use
- Tourism is a new economy drive
Culture
- Nature are perceived as resources
- Agriculture and forest are sustenances
- Regional culture have li le traces le
- Tourism as business
Nature
- Biodiverse
- Usage are in zones
- Nature are either wild or over-harvested
- Natural legisla on at it first step in
  improvement process
Conclusion - Investment, Revitaliza on
                       and Development

Life between the borderLandscape through me

Finland USSR

Finland Russia

Grand Duchy
of Finland

1809–1917
The predecessor state

of modern Finland,
 is part of the

Russian Empire

Grand Duchy of Finland 1809–1917
Slash-and burn was
common un l 1800s

Agriculture was
the main prac ce

Border became
depopulate

Collec ve farming is
a common prac ce

Border connec ons
were severed

Concrete panel
apartments appear

Forest started to
become maintained

Se lements started
to spread out

Forestry became
important

Forests become
monocultural

Border is less strict
tourism grows

Some forests are overly
harvested, others are wild

Se lements
are centralized

Co ages are
common

Forest concession is
common, up to 49 years

Waterways were used
for mber transport

Se lements were
centralized

Railways and roads were
developed, industries flourished

Machineries in industries
started to be common

Independent Finland with Karelia 1917-1940

Soviet union and Karelia 1940-1991

Karelia in 21st Century 1992-present

Independent Finland
with Karelia

1917-1940
Finland become an

independent na on,
ending its autonomy

within Russia

Soviet union
and Karelia
1940-1991

Parts of Finnish
Karelia were

ceded to Soviet
Union

Karelia in 21st
Century

1992-present
Soviet Union

collapse, ceded
Karelia are part

of Russian
Federa on

Finland Russia

The meframe of the study started with 1900s, when
Karelia  belongs  to  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Finland, an
autonomous part of the Russian Empire.

When this project was conducted in 2016, the border
between Russia and Finland has the greatest GDP gap
between borders in the world. The  dras c  difference
of economy between borders can be  both  the result
and cause of policies, which dictate the life of  people
and how they manage and maintain landscape.

Karelia had stong culture iden ty, dates back to 800s. Its golden era was in the 1200s when the Karelian culture was spread
from east to the western coast of Finland. Karelian region was versa le landscape with rich vegeta on and  wildlife, its land
considered having the best oil in Finland. Along with the modernisa on, the  natural  landscape  has  shi ed  toward  forest
industry, becasue of its increase in value. The most dras c change to Karelian landscpae is however, a er  1940  when  part
of Karelia was ceded to Soviet Union. The Soviet Regime has create a great diverge of the people lifestyle in  Karelia,  which
in turn greatly affected Karelian landscape. The collapse of Soviet Union pushed the different of the landscape even further.

Evolu on:



LIFE QUALITY

MAINTENANCERESILIENCE

EQUALITYUTILITY

LIFE QUALITY

RESILIENCE

RUSSIAFINLAND

LIFE QUALITY RESILIENCEUTILITY

+

Informa on Boards

+

Tourist Informa on Points

Regional Analysis Regional Strategy

Public Par cipa on Plan 1
Detec ng common issues among stakeholders:
Authori es - NGO - Investors - Locals - Tourists

Iden fied Regional Issues:

Local Analysis

Public Par cipa on Plan 2
Detec ng common values among stakeholders:
Authori es - NGO - Investors - Locals - Tourists

Iden fied Local Values:

Finland Russia
Environmentalism,

Culturalism Modernisa on

Conserved Sites and
Heritage

Development of
Recrea on Zones

RESILIENCE LIFE QUALITY

A problem of harsh living quality is a major
obstacle for improvement of the cultural
dimension in Russian Karelia landscape,
which is well managed in Finland and
might become a role-model

Standardiza on of landscape in Finland
might become a poten al threat to its
resilience; bonding with the diverse
landscape on Russian side might prevent
situa on from worsening

LIFESTYLES

VALUES

LANDSCAPE

Pilot/Hub Ci es : Imatra - Svetogorsk
Twin Ci es - The two ci es are historically connected
as one city
Crossborder Gateway - With less than 10 km distance 
between two ci es they served as suitable crossborder
gateway
Vouksi River - Connected with natural  non-man-made
element, the Vouksi river

Cultural Tourism :

- Cultural Tourism can increase the value of Cultural
  Landscape dimensions, thus ini ated local interest to
  promote and conserved Cultural Landscape dimensions
- Cultural Tourism can be operate cross border reunite
  Karelian Cultural Landscape dimensions between Finnish
  and Russian sides
- Cultural Tourism can be operate in variety of scales, provide
  equal share of opportunity to each level of stakeholders

Management of
Touris c

Informa on

Promo on of
Local Products

Improvement
of Touris c

Services

Provide Touris c
Services

Provide Informa on
Accessibility

Integrate Distribu on
Points for Local Products

Local Strategy

HISTORIC

REPRESENTATIVE

EXEPTIONAL

ENDANGEREDAUTHENTICITY

VITALITY

INFORMATION NODES :
Nodes are placed in
strategic loca on and
provide informa on and
guidelines concerning the
cultural landscape sites

SITE NETWORK :
Each Landscape site act
as an Informa on Nodes

KARELIAN PRODUCTS :
Nodes can be served as
distribu on points for
local Karelian products

Integrate to Exis ng
Imatra Services

Repurpose of
Abandoned Building

Imatra

Imatra

Svetogorsk

Svetogorsk

Imatra tourism
- Each service operates separately
- Well-established touris c services
- Each site provides sufficient amount of touris c
  informa on
Svetogorsk tourism
- Lack of tourist informa on and services
- Unrealized touris c poten al of many sites
- Unoccupied buildings as poten al assets Karelian Product Shelves Karelian Product Stores

Scales:   The working area of this project is considerably large, spanning through several  ci es,  towns  and  villages.
   Therefore, this management plan need to consider its scale of opera on, in order to have effec ve impacts.
   The scales in this project are considered are Regional and Local scales.

 Regional scale will focus on development and improvement of connec ons and networks of landscape.

 Local scale will focus on development and improvement of each units and landscape sites

     Cultural  Tourism  is  the  chosen  tools  for  promotion  and
     preservation of  cultural  landscape  dimensions  in  Karelia.
     Cultural Tousim is the fi ng tool in the context of economy
and poli cs between borders. it is also an established tool that has already  form  connec ons  between
locals in both side of the borders. In this project focusing on the cultural aspect in tourism with strategic
planning, can divert a en ons to cultural landscape dimensions  of  Karelia,  promo ng  and  preserving
them as a result.

Proposals:

- A tool to Promote and Conserva on of Cultural
  Landscape.
- It can affect urban heritage, industrial heritage
  agriculture heritage, natural heritage



Imatrankoski
Imatrankoski consists of several
cultural sights, such as shore areas
and the Kruununpuisto nature
conserva on area.

Kolmen Ris n kirkko
Designed by Alvar Aalto and
built in 1958, it belongs to
DOCOMONO organisa on.

Losevo fields
Losevo fields by the Yasnoye
and Lesogorskoye lakes

Imatrankoski hydropower
It was built in 1923-28 by Oiva and
Kauno S. Kallio who won an architectural
compe on. It is s ll the largest
hydropower  sta on  in Finland.

Svetogorsk hydropower
sta on

Viraskorpi cultural landscape
It consists of rural houses
built a er the war. The
central building is the 1979
Konser hovi

Informa on Node
Rasimuksen kartano : Farm

Informa on Node
Imatran kylpylä : Spa

Informa on Node
Abandoned factory :

Large node

Informa on Node
Abandoned house :

Small node

War memorials
Cemetery and Jäässin kirkko memorial
(1844-1941, A. Gransted); one of the
bells from this church now is placed in
the Kolmen Ris n kirkko in Imatra.

Vuoksa River
The biggest river on the territory
of Karelian Isthmus. Vuoksi starts
from Saimaa lake and leads to
Ladoga lake

Cultural Tourism Map will be design to provide infroma on for visitors. These map will create a Network of cultural touris c landscapes in  each  area in  Karelia.
These Networks of Informa on for cultural landscape sites will create value for less well-known sites, by connec ng them with the more commonly visited sites.
The selec on of cultural landscape sites will be determined by pre-defined criteria, which will be catagorized based on their  landscape  dimensions.  Catagories
will be develop from the local values, which  gather through research and par cipa on plans. They will also dictate how the landscape sites should be maintain.

Apart from the touris c landscape sites, this infoma on network can promote Karelian products. Karelian products are one of the importants representa ve of Karelian culture, which  can  be a  valuable  aspect for  cultural tourism.  Informa on
Nodes can be create and act as a distribu on channel for Karelian products. In each area of Karelia, the local strategy might be differ. For the pilot case, Imatra has well-established touris c services and the Informa on Netork can  be intergrated
from them. In Svetogorsk however, the touris c services are s ll lacking, but they have a lot of abandoned buildings, which can be used as Informa on Nodes.

Cultural Tourism Map:



Illustration of a pathway through the Martian “lush savanna” forest. Areas with generous vegetation provide 
privacy and recreational pathways through “the woods”.
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The Marscape Project / A study of adaptable landscape architecture on Mars
Sanna Sarkama
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Title of the project The Marscape Project - A study of adapatable landscape architecture on Mars 
Authors Sanna Sarkama 
Title of the course Master's Thesis 
Academic year 2016

Supervisor: Professor Jyrki Sinkkilä

Aalto University

One of the next steps in Human Space expeditions is to send humans to Mars by the 2020’s and 2030’s. Even the shortest 
expeditions to Mars are a few years in duration and permanent settlements are planned to be established in the future.
Inhabiting Mars requires carefully designed habitats to ensure human survival. The confinement caused by enclosed 
habitats and the distance from the Earth emphasizes the sense of isolation. Weaker-than-Earth-gravity, radiation and low 
light levels have their toll on humans and vegetation alike.
Interaction with green elements and environments improve physiological and psychological health. Green recreational 
environment could be beneficial for the multiple years spent in demanding physical and psychological conditions on Mars.
This thesis studies problems related to landscape architecture on Mars. The main questions are: what landscape 
architecture would be on Mars and how landscape architecture can help humans to adapt to Mars. These problems are 
explored through the aspects of requirements of vegetation and humans on Mars, our perception of a space and how 
green environments can benefit human well-being.
Through the studies researched for this thesis, a concept for an outdoors indoors landscape is presented. This thesis 
suggests that the landscape should be subsurface, in caves or lava tubes. The concept proposes how different elements, 
requirements, and limitations can be integrated into the landscape in order to allow recreational and restorative actions to 
take place. The concept suggests creating a dynamic setting with familiar elements mixed with foreign to ease human 
adaptation to Mars.

Department of Architecture / Landscape Design and Construction



the main route

Conceptual arrangement of vegetation.

Principles of vegetation adjusting space. In absence of large trees the effects can be created by  small trees and 
vines guided by wires. Not in scale. Modified after Robinette (1972, p. 12).

Principles of views through different spaces of the Marscape. Views to bare edges are 
avoided while views of different lenghts increase the percieved size of the space. Not in 
scale.Principles of the outdoors indoors elements of the Marscape. Not in scale.



free space

meeting

recreation

exercise

activities

meeting

escape

the woods

silence

weather
viewing

the woods

the main route through the settlement

privacy

Principles of integrating plant light into the structures.

A concept for a space inside a space with mist. Different smells, temperatures or weather conditions can be realized in enclosed 
transparent “bubbles”. Mist of different volumes and temperatures can be used to create “rain”.

A concept for a northern “savanna” landscape. An open space in the middle of the landscape with “trees” and other vegetation on the 
edges. Vegetation softens the effect of enclosed edges. “Sunlight” can access the open space freely.

surface habitat partially subsurface habitat subsurface habitat
radiation protection artificial partially natural / 

artificial
natural

micrometeorite 
protection

artificial partially natural / 
artificial

natural

max size restrictions structures, pressure structures, pressure insulation, pressure
outside conditions 
affecting the habitat 

temperature changes, 
weather, dust

temperature changes, 
weather, dust

none / minimal

complete settlement network of individual 
habitats

network of fairly individual 
habitats

free-formed network of spaces

infrastructure 
requirements

airlocks to outdoors, 
transport between habitats

airlocks to outdoors, 
transport between habitats

access to surface, pressurized 
spaces subsurface

Elements of habitat options on Mars.

80 m x 100 m

Experiences of different space sizes.
diameter experience

escape 2-3 m views to down below or 
no views, secret hide-out, 
intimate

privacy 3-5 m mostly enclosed, (weath-
er,) observing, cozy

small gathering 5-8 m some views to other spac-
es

semi public 8-15 m some views to and from, 
fairly open

open 15-50 m free open space, views to 
and from

Conceptual space program for the Marscape. Solid circles 
represent the smaller isolated spaces.

Effects of physical 
arrangements on social 
contact. 
Inhibiting contact: 
1. Walls, 2. Long 
distances, 3. Multiple 
levels.
Promoting contact: 
4. No walls, 5. Short 
distances, 6. One level.
Modified after J. Gehl 
(Gehl 2011, p. 62).

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Illustration of morning light from a skylight. Credit author and Petri Ullakko. In addition to ground level, 
privacy can be found on different levels The highest level provides a view to a skylight and to the grounds 
below. While observing from the heights allows views to others, the observer remains hidden as if hiding in a 
tree.
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Helsinki, Finland
Department of Architecture, AALTO UNIVERSITY School of ARTS
2017-2018
BIOTANIEMI, A SUSTAINABLE CITY MADE FOR PEOPLE
Venessa Mok, Titouan Joulain & Elina Renkonen

URBAN BIOTOPES
OTANIEMI now І after

MAR-E1005 / ECGS-905_URBAN BIOTOPES_Otaniemi 2017>2030, integrating Natural Sciences & Planning
TEACHERS: Juanjo Galan (Aalto Univ.) / Johan Kotze ( Univ Helsinki)
CREDITS: 12 (full course), 3 (theoretical course) 
TEACHING PERIOD; III, IV, V (9.1.2018 - 22.5. 2018,  Tuesdays 9:15 – 17:00)
REGISTRATION; OODI / QUESTIONS: juanjo.galan@aalto.fi

The studio course will advance in the integration of Natural Sciences and Planning by combining scientific methods to 
analyze the abiotic and biotic conditions of the urban environment with planning methods to promote the integration of 
multifunctional green infrastructures in more sustainable urban fabrics.

In particular, the course will use the Urban Biotopes of Otaniemi to develop strategic proposals, fieldwork, lab work and 
advanced plans in current and future Otaniemi, in which new Urban Biotopes might emerge as a consequence of 

densification, climate change and social transformations.
The work will be developed in teams and will be structured in the following phases:

- PART1: An academic reflection about Urban Nature and Urban Ecology
- PART2: A scientific study of Abiotic and Biotic factors  + “Biotopes based” analysis of the Green Infrastructure of Otaniemi
- PART3: Strategic planning approaches in current and future Otaniemi (year 2017> year 2030)

* optional: Study trip to Berlin, London or Rotterdam (4-5 days)

lab-work and excursion

Street proposal

Vision

galanj2
Text Box

galanj2
Stamp
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Our project advanced in the integration of Natural Sciences and Planning by combining scientific methods to analyse 
the abiotic and biotic conditions of the urban environment with planning methods to promote the integration of multi-
functional green infrastructures in more sustainable urban fabrics. In particular, our work used the Biotopes of Ota-
niemi to develop strategic proposals, fieldwork, lab work and advanced plans in cu rrent and future Otaniemi, in which 
new Urban Biotopes might emerge as a consequence of densification, climate change and social transformations.
Otaniemi is located in Southern Finland, in Helsinki metropolitan area, in the South-eastern part of city of Espoo. It’s a 
peninsula of 1,68 km2 reaching in the gulf of Laajalahti. Today Otaniemi is mainly home for students of Aalto Univer-
sity and has a population of 2.500 people, mainly students and researchers. By 2030, the population of Otaniemi will 
increase up to 10.000 people and new land uses will be incorporated (offices, services, commerce, etc). Our goal was to 
plan the evolution of Otaniemi from the existing mono-functional campus to a multifunctional, vibrant and sustain-
able town. In this endeavor, we used nature as an essential resource an asset. Firstly, we analysed the existing biotopes 
of Otaniemi and we assessed the current state and performance of its blue-green infrastructure. Then we developed a 
strategic vision for Otaniemi highly informed by landscape and ecological issues. The result is a project in which new 
synergic interactions between nature and people occur in a denser and more diverse, resilient and sustainable Ota-
niemi.

BIOTANIEMI: A Sustainable Town made for People and Nature
Venessa Mok, Titouan Joulain & Elina Renkonen 
URBAN BIOTOPES: OTANIMEMI 2017 > 2030
2017-2018
Juanjo Galan, Johan Kotze

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, Department of Architecture, School of ARTS
AALTO UNIVERSITY



CLASSIFICATION

Coniferous
Dominated

Dedicious 
Dominated

Mixed

Performative

Productive

Close
(Full layered forest)

Semi-open
(2 layers: trees + Ground cover) / 
(Trees + paved area) /
(1 layer: high reeds or shrubs)

Open
Mainly ground cover, less than 
1,5 meters high

Wet

Dry

Unused

Performative

Wet

Dry

Wet

Dry

GREEN CLASSIFICATION 
FOR PLANNING 

1.

Areal view of Otaniemi Biotope classification plan

Green conditions of Otaniemi 
in Summer and Winter

Green infrastucture classification plan

Pattern of green type

From biotopes to 
Green Types 
At first, we categorized the nature of 
Otaniemi into 21 different biotopes, 
based on their openness and differ-
ences in species.
A biotope is an area of uniform envi-
ronmental conditions providing a liv-
ing place for a specific assemblage of 
plants and animals. In a biotope, dif-
ferent species and abiotic conditions 
are in deep interaction. Biotopes 
happen in microscale but they func-
tion as networks. In Otaniemi they 
are impacted strongly impacted by 
daily human life, and many of them 
are partically artificial.

Then we continued analyzing the 
different conditions inside each bi-
otopes: the species; non-native and 
native, and their interaction with the 
abiotic conditions; soil permeability, 
organic matter, pH of soil and the 
water, Human influence, noise and 
maintenance level. After dealing with 
21 different biotopes, we realized 
that some of them have similarities, 
and therefore it would make sense 
to combine some of them in order 
to get more clear and logical picture 
of nature in Otaniemi. Biotopes were 
categorized into 9 Green types.  Concept proposal: Green grandent level 1-4 network

GREEN OF
OTANIEMI BIOTOPES

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GREEN GRANDIENT
 NETWORK PROPOSAL

GI 1. Linked forest

GI 3. Seashore

GI 7. In-land water

GI 2. Isolated forest

GI 4. Semi-open green

GI 8. Maintained open green

GI 5. Parking

GI 5. Wild open green

GI 6. Urban argiculture

Pinus forest, 2
Picea forest, 1

Alnus forest and groves, 4
Hardwood forest and groves, 3

Populus forest and groves, 6
Betula forest and groves, 5

Coastal marshland, 16
Marshland in transition, 15

Community green and yards, 20

Corporate green, 19

Public semi-open green, 21

Allotment garden, 12
Horse stable, 17

Domestic garden, 18

Mixed forest, 7

Ditches, 8
Ponds, 9

Lawns, 10

Meadows and pastureland, 13

Outcrop areas,14
Ruderal, 13

2. Isolated forest

1. Linked forest

3. Seashore

4. Semi-open green

5. Parking areas

6. Urban agriculture

7. Inland water

8. Maintained open areas

9. Wild open areas



Master planning proposal

500 M0 M

Buildings proposal

Denification massing and green

Green and materplanning detailGreen gradient networkWalk-ability and transportation

In the new phase of development, Otaniemi will face the challenge of climate change and social change from densification.
The master plan proposal is an ecological urbanization plan build upon the response of the challenges. The vision is to create 
a sustainably city that the new dweller will enrich the social dynamic, while the campus is the core engine of creativity and 

collaborate with new offices and start-ups. 

URBAN CONCEPT

OVERLAYING NETWORK
OF PEOPLE AND GREEN

GRADIENT OF GREEN
AND URBANISM

WALKABLE AND 
SUSTAINABLE CITY 

From monofunctional campus to sustainable town

Otaniemi is located in Southern Finland, in Helsinki metropolitan area, in the South-Estern part of city of Espoo. It’s a peninsula 
of 1,68 km2 reaching in the gulf of Laajalahti. Today Otaniemi is mainly home for students of Aalto University. By 2030, Otaniemi 
has turned into one of the flourishing and sustainable city centers of Espoo. The needed amount of squaremeters for new in-
habitants was calculated so, that 40 m2 was reserved for each new inhabitant. Estimated amount for offices, retail and services 
was 180 000 m2, but since the 6000 m2 of shopping facilities in Väre was included, our number turned out to be 174 000 m2. 
Students, young professionals, couples, young families with children, visitors, and senior citizens are all new inhabitants to 
Otaniemi.

PROPOSAL FOR OTANIEMI IN 2030 2.

URBAN DATA

AREA
DENSITY

EXISTING VISION 2030

1,68 km2 2 km2

POPULATION

TRANSPORTATION

BUILDINGS

Mostly outdoor parking Vertical parking

1 262 500 m2652 500 m2

University
Students

Couples

Researchers /
Professionals 

Young families

Senior
Citizens

New buildings

2-4 levels

5-9 levels

10-16 levels

Existing buildings

,

.

TEMPERATURE 5,9 C 7,4 C

GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE

,

.

Green type

Linked forest

Isolated forest

Seashore

Semi-open green

Parking area

Urban agriculture

Inland water

Maintained open green

Wild open green

Green facade

+ 7000 inhabitants

2321 hab / km2 6488 hab / km2

Vegetation
Pavement
Vehicular Traffc
Existing buildings
Proposed buildings
Tram line and stops
Car parkP

T



Exisiting fully-layered forest 
connectivity

EXISTING

PROPOSAL

Protential forest link

Chart from biotope research Chart from eco-system services study for green infrastructure

10M Edge of existing 
core forest
Habitat for smaller animals

20M Edge of existing 
core forest
Habitat for larger animals

Cultural 
ecosystem services

Supporting 
ecosystem services

Regulating 
ecosystem services

Provisioning 
ecosystem services
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The green infrastructure is studied by the biotope conditions and ecosystem service that each provided. These data are 
crtical in the process of decision making in enhancing the green infrastructure, considering the growth of population and 
balance with the quality of nature. 

Green infrastructure is enhanced by regrouping into four level of green beside on the biological value and ecosystem services 
that they provide for human. Each level of green in Otaniemi are improved based on their needs.
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Linked forest of Otaniemi is the Green 
infrastructure that has the highest 
performance of all originally. With 
the proposed master plan, we try to 
preserve the current value of services. 
We do this by avoiding fragmentation 
while adding connections and turn-
ing isolated forest patches into part 
of the network. Even though we avoid 
building on this green infrastructure, 
we cannot remain the patch size in 
all places. 

Therefore we use stronger edges for 
larger core forest size. We also try to 
lead the inhabitants through the core 
forest wit elevated paths, to avoid 
trampling, which can turn core forest 
into an edge. The maintenance is low 
in this green type, and it becomes a 
place for exploring natural succession.

The semi-open green of Otaniemi is currently 
providing some ecosystem services. However, it 
has a strong potential to be improved in a way 
that would prove very strong supporting ser-
vices, connecting the high Performative green 
patched for habitats of the wildlife in Otaniemi. 

Parking area had a high network coverage in the 
current Otaniemi. It was considered as one of 
the green infrastructure that provide the lease 
services. In our proposal we changed the park-
ing areas into something else.

The maintained open area of Ota-
niemi is at a key location that con-
nect the semi-open green patches 
and fully- layered green patches. 
E quality of performance is very 
important. With this type, we aim 
to provide some low vegetation at 
edges for connection to other green 
patched and to develop into quality 
alike semi open green with some 
trees. E wild open area has little 
benefit t to human at the moment, 
regardless the regulating and sup-
porting services that it provided. It 
can be transformed into green infra-
structure true with higher provision-
al services, or land-use for building.
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LEVELS IN THE GREEN 
GRADIENT NETWORK

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE 
RESEARCH & ENHANCEMENT

Information + experiment

Succession
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14 % -> 14%

More diverse vegetation. Less maintenance.

4. Semi-open green

Vertical stepping stones are 
the green integrated to the 
buildings: green facade and 
roof garden. Green facade were 
a completely new type, Green 
roofs consist of urban agricul-
ture, wild open areas and semi-
open areas.

3. 4.

Urban biotopes 2018 // Group 3 //  Titouan Joulain, Venessa Mok & Elina Renkonen 1. LINKED FOREST
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Forest

Protential services

Exisiting eco-system servicesGreen Infrastructure location

Linked forest of Otaniemi is the Green infarstructure that has the highest performance 
of all. With the urban development project of Otaniemi, we have to beaware to preserves 
the current value of services.

Existing eco-system services 
Performance per area

Biotopes 1_Picea forest

Biotopes 4_Aluns and groves forest

Biotopes 7_Mixed forest

Biotopes 2_Pinus forest

Biotopes 5_Betula and groves forest

Biotopes 3_Hardwood forest

Biotopes 6_populus and groves forest

Currect GI covage Predicted development Prefered development

20% Decrease in patch size
and

Fagmentation

Increase or remain patch size
Stronger edges for larger core forest size
Avoid fagmentation

Urban biotopes 2018 // Group 3 //  Jacqueline German, Titouan Joulain, Venessa Mok & Elina Renkonen 

HARDWOOD FOREST (3)

Soil
This type of biotope is generally characterized by a high 
rate of organic matter due to falling leaves in autumn. 
The soil in hardwood forest is often less acid than in 
here.

Water
According to the conclusion drawn from the water ana-
lysis, water pH and conductivity are quite normal and 
hardwood forest doesn't appear to have big impact to 
that.

Apart from few hikers, biotope is not much used by hu-
man. Some little maintenance is donr since it is a city 
forest, but in the context of Otaniemi it is quite wild.

pH

Human
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pH

Water pH Conductivity

Soil type

Organic matter

Permeability

Soil pH

Sand
-

Maintenance Usage

EUROPEAN ASH
Fraxinus Excelsior

NORWAY MAPLE 
Acer platanoides

EUROPEAN ROWAN
Sorbus aucuparia

SMALL LEAVED LIME
Tilia cordata

COMMON OAK
Quercus robur

TOPSOIL

Decomposition

 LICHENS

GROUND COVERROCKSVARIOUS FUNGUS

EDGE EDGECORE

90 %

40%

60 %

O2CO2 H2O

Case Otaniemi
Biotope regularly

Cultural services are the best performing in ben-
efiting the living quality of inhabitants. They are 
easier to achieveand they bring in awareness to 
improve other eco-system services.

Important as for the living condition. Include 
carbon sequestration and climate regulation, 
waste decomposition and detoxification, storm-
water management, purification of water and 
air, pest and disease control. 

They are important as they give the framework 
and support for othereco-system services. 
Needed to remain the same quality or better in 
future green infarstructure planning

Currently poorly performaning, so there 
are some protential for improvement 
Might not be relvient for the furture environ-
ment, because Otaniemi is not considered as 
productive land. Provisioning services can help 
to improve cultural services and make Otaniemi 
more sustainable.



QUANTITY (%)

1a 1b

14,8%

27,3%

3.1a 3.1b 3.1c 3.1d

GREEN TYPE

3.2a 3.2b 3.2c

2,7%
1,6% 0,3% 0,9%

8,5%

3,2%
0,1%

4 5 Water
(Rivers+sea)

14,4% 13,8%

4,9%

2

2,7% 4,8%

6

TURKU AS AN ORGANISM
Tool to compare 

the quality 
of green3 GI & ES

in urban fabrics4 Conclusions 
GI & ES5Ecosystem 

Service2 Key 
ecosystem 

services

Green 
Infrastructure1 key factor

INTRODUCTION

GREEN TYPES

Turku is in South-West Finland, 5th largest Finnish city. Green types are categorized according to how 
public/private and wild/maintained areas are. Findings of studying existing green types showed that 
different green types are scattered around but surprisingly, the analysis revealed that one green type 
connects all the others – underused green edges with the greatest quantity too.
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The project “Turku as an organism” analyzed the different green types of the city. The work also studied the ecosys-

tem services provided by greeninfrastructure of Turku. Moving further from traditional approach and considering  

both nature- and human-centric ecosystem services. Quality of green was measured by studying ecosystem services 

together with the quality and quantity of the green infrastructure. A green strategy was developed based on the 

analysis and findings. This strategy consisted of 2 levels – whole city and partial strategies for each urban fabric. 

To be a sustainable and resilient organism, the city must work both in its different parts and as a whole. The aim 

of the green strategy was to improve existing green infrastructure, create new if needed, and by this way increase 

the amount of ecosystem services too. The main and partial strategies are showed in action in the pilot site. These 

solutions will make Turku a better place for people and nature to live and be.

2016-2017
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

ecosystem services
HUMAN-CENTRIC

ecosystem services
NATURE-CENTRIC

green
infrastructure

QUALITY OF GREEN based on GI & ES nature- and human-centric factors 
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE, ECOSYSTEM SERVICES & QUALITY OF GREEN
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DETACHED 
SINGLE FAMILY
HOUSES

WOODEN
TOWN

INDUSTRIAL 
AREAS

GRID AREAS

DETACHED 
BLOCK HOUSES

PARTIAL STRATEGIES FOR URBAN FABRICS

biodiversity maintanance

GI+ES

community &
par�cipa�ondensifica�on

urban cul�va�on &
guerilla gardening

taking underused 
space in use

less paved &
impermeable surfaces

less paved &
impermeable surfaces

water strorage & 
purifica�on

water storage & 
purifica�on,
access to water

water storage & 
purifica�on

less fences/ 
borders

less fences/ 
borders

mul�func�onality
& connec�vity of GI

hierarchy &
iden�ty by GI

more space for 
people and GI

PARTIAL GREEN STRATEGIES FOR URBAN FABRICSMAIN GREEN STRATEGY

Urban fabric analysis
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Connecting all 
green types and 
urban fabrics 
with the key 
potential green 
type the un-
derused green 
edges

+

Quantity

Distance

Accessibility

Publicness

Green connection

Biodiversity

Quality

GRID AREAS WOODEN
 TOWN

INDUSTRIAL
 AREAS

DETACHED SINGLE 
FAMILY HOUSES

DETACHED BLOCK HOUSESCONCLUSION

= G r e e n 
ring

The strategy consists of 2 levels: Main and 
partial green strategies. Main green  strategy 
connects all green types and urban fabrics with 
the key potential green type – the underused 
green edges. Green ring’s 3 important aspects: 
green, water and society, for example it creates 
basis for green network and improves connec-
tions between scattered green types. Each of 5 
different urban fabrics do have own potentials 
and problems because their distinctive char-

acteristics. Therefore, those need individual 
partial green strategies that were conducted 
according to analysis of quality of green based 
on investigating green infrastructures and eco-
system services. Solutions are developed con-
sidering green, water and social point of view 
to find best solutions for each urban fabric.

With the green strategies Turku will be de-
veloped effectively to be better by natures 

supports. All these improved urban fabrics in-
cluding multiple green types create together 
the city of Turku which will be better – having 
greater quantity and quality of green infra-
structures and thereby providing also more 
ecosystem services because it is using nature in 
a wiser and more effective way. The solutions 
will make Turku a working organism and a bet-
ter place for people and nature to live and be.
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www.yksiopuutarhassa.fi 
Images: Yksiö puutarhassa
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Nature playground (4)

Permeable pavement (1)

Floating, cleansing gardens (2)

Active riverside (3)

Less maintained meadow flora 
on yards and on the roofs

Clever ways for densification - 
Studio apartments on yards (6)

Urban cultivation (5)
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PERFORMATIVE NATURE

Landscape Characterization of the Uusimaa Region: Updating the Finnish Method
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2017
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Department of Architecture, Master Landscape Architecture
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The scope of traditional landscape characterization methods is limited to the non-urban realm. While the European 
Landscape Convention has broadened the concept of landscape character to include built components in the 
landscape definition, methodologies to characterize such in-between landscapes are scarce.

The objective of the studio course was to maximize the use of GIS software in the definition of landscape units, 
character areas, regional networks and to explore existing or new methods for Landscape Charcaterization. 

The Uusimaa region located on the south coast of Finland is home to around 1.6 million inhabitants – 30 percent of 
the country’s total population. It also contains the only metropolitan area in Finland. The methodological approach 
developed particularly for this project involved identifying territories within the Uusimaa region where urban and 
rural areas merge, forming so-called 'hybrid' landscapes that currently fall outside the scope of characterization 
methods. In order to identify the landscape character areas, both quantitative and qualitative methods were used. 
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